Adoption of New Sorghum Varieties in Mali Through a Participatory Approach
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Abstract: Although it is commonly accepted that farmers’ participation in the process of technology development can improve adoption rates, few studies have tested this relationship. We tested the role of farmers’ participation in the decision to adopt new sorghum varieties in the Sudan Savanna of Mali. We applied a conditional mixed-process method to data collected from 496 households in 58 villages of the national agricultural research program (Institut d’Economie Rurale) and International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) worked through farmer organizations to test varieties in farmer-managed trials and implement seed production activities. We found that the intensity of participation positively affects adoption rates on household plots. Intensity of participation was measured as the ratio of participants in the household to the total number of participants in the village. Several plot manager and household characteristics influence adoption, including education and proximity of the plot manager with head of household, household assets, and labor availability. This study draws attention to the importance of farmers’ participation as a sustainable practice that can stimulate the adoption of new technology and, in doing so, enhance food security. Future research should explore the intrahousehold dynamics of farm input adoption, and the role of different forms of participation in the innovation process.
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1. Introduction

Adoption is the raison d’être of any agricultural innovation [1–4]. No matter how important innovation is, if new varieties are not diffused and adopted, the varietal innovation process is considered inefficient [5]. In this study, we consider varietal innovation as the development of a new variety or the improvement of an existing variety, in order to meet farmers’ preferences. We use varietal innovation and varietal improvement interchangeably. In light of demographic growth, rapid urbanization and climate change in the Sahel region, varietal innovation is crucial to increase agricultural productivity and in turn, food security and incomes of small farmers [6,7]. The lack of attention to the expectations of farmers explains largely the weak adoption rate of varietal innovations [8]. Although Mali has invested for decades in research concerning the varietal improvement of sorghum, the use of new varieties remain relatively limited. Sorghum is the most grown and consumed cereal in the world, just after maize, rice, wheat, and barley. In Mali, it is the first crop consumed by rural populations [9]. It is grown in subsistence farming. The share of sorghum traded worldwide is still weak, representing 3% of total marketed grain [10]. Current estimates range from 13% to 33% depending on the estimation method used [6,11–13].
For several decades, both practitioners and academic researchers have highlighted the critical role that farmers have, or should have, in the agricultural innovation process. A more participatory approach should be preferred to traditional top-down processes [14–17]. For example, Witcombe et al. [18] argue that farmers’ participation in the innovation activities better integrate their preferences. In Mali, participatory plant breeding (PPB) is the main approach followed by the national agricultural research and the International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) to improve sorghum. This varietal innovation process takes into account farmers’ preferences, involves farmers in collaborative testing, and promotes farmer-managed new variety diffusion [7,11].

By sustainable practice we refer to farming activities that include the social, economic and environmental dimensions [19]. We consider farmers’ participation in the varietal improvement of sorghum in Mali as a sustainable practice insofar as it [5,7,9,20,21]: (1) Involves both men and women, taking into account their needs and preferences (social or inclusive dimension); (2) creates opportunities for seed production and commercialization by farmer organizations and their members (economic dimension); and (3), integrates the local materials and conditions of farmers (environmental dimension). The environmental aspect of this innovation process is that much of the improved germplasm in Mali has also derived from the local Guinea race of sorghum rather than imported, highly-bred germplasm. The Guinea race of sorghum possesses “a suite of traits” that are crucial for adaptation across the Sudan Savanna zone of West Africa [22–24]. These include photoperiod sensitivity that enables the crop to better match the length of the growing season when rainfall is highly variable and uncertain. The Guinea-race of sorghum is planted across a broad geographic range and is composed of numerous, polymorphic farmers varieties; some scientific studies have indicated that it comprises more genetic diversity than other races (see [25]). Adaptation and genetic diversity enabled farmers’ varieties to survive the great Sahelian droughts of the late 1970s–1980s. The plant of the Guinea-race is characterized by open glumes and lax panicles that reduce grain damage from insects and molds, and thus the need for insecticides. Further, the improved varieties studied here were tested by farmers themselves under their own low-input conditions, with and without fertilizer, across a range of growing environments.

In this study, we contribute to the literature on participatory and innovation research by testing whether the participation intensity of households in sorghum improvement activities influences adoption of new varieties. We augment the literature by analyzing the relationship between participation and adoption relationship from the perspective of agricultural sustainability. We also propose an original way to measure participation through its intensity. We define “participation intensity” as the number of the household members who participated in test and production activities for new sorghum seed varieties compared to the total number of participants in the village. We also control for other factors that can influence the adoption decisions such as characteristics linked to the plot, plot manager and household. For this purpose, we exploit cross-sectional data collected in 2014/2015 from households in the Sudan Savanna of Mali. We apply a conditional mixed process (CMP) model to test the effect of participation intensity on adoption, while controlling for potential endogeneity bias.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review concerning determinants of agricultural innovation adoption, while Section 3 gives the main elements of the research methodology. Section 4 is dedicated to the results and their discussion. Finally, the last section concludes the study and proposes some political and managerial implications, as well as some avenues for future research.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Traditional Determinants of Adoption

Countless studies have analyzed the determinants of innovation adoption in the agricultural sector, in particular since the rise of the green revolution in developing countries (see [3,4]). Concerning the adoption of new varieties, perhaps the most cited factors have been risk and uncertainty, farmer learning through experience or observation (social learning), as well as plot (land) and household
characteristics [1,3,4,26–28]. Plot characteristics, including soil quality, while recognized, have been more difficult to measure and incorporate until more recent literature.

In their survey concerning the adoption of new sorghum and millet varieties in Central and West Africa, Camara et al. [29] identified two categories of factors affecting adoption: (1) factors linked to the variety itself (e.g., higher yields or traits such as insect, disease or drought resistant), and (2) factors associated with the objectives of the farmer (e.g., conservation or culinary quality). In Mali, Sanogo and Teme [30] showed the influence of some trait preferences of farmers, while Ndjeunga et al. [31] identified the importance of human capital level in the national agricultural research system. Smale et al. [12] found that the status of the plot manager (e.g., gender and age) influenced the use of new varieties on sorghum plots. Other studies identified the reasons why Malian farmers do not adopt or abandon new varieties of seeds, such as lack of information concerning the existence and the interest of the new varieties, the limited access to the seeds, issues linked to biophysical factors (i.e., damage due to birds or infertility of soils), and the absence of commercial markets [29,32].

In agricultural settings, innovation introduction comes through information sources, communication channels and social learning. Several authors brought details concerning the way those determinants influence adoption [33–36]. Farmers working in the same environment often face similar needs, which favors a social learning process to support adoption in which farmers learn from each other [33,35]. D’Souza and Mishra [37] state that generally, farmers in developing countries obtain their information from family, friends, or neighborhood networks. Farmers’ interactions in their community or tribe can be more important sources of information and more efficient than extension services, as observed for the case of manioc adoption in Nigeria [38]. Still, in addition to numerous studies undertaken during the green revolution, recent research recognizes the crucial role of extension services in the adoption of new technologies [39,40]. Concerning gender differentiation, Thériault et al. [41] showed that technology adoption decisions are influenced differently following the gender of plot managers, as male managers have greater access to extension services, in comparison with female managers. In banana farming systems of Uganda, Katungi et al. [42] found that men had more social capital than women, enabling them greater access to innovation information and explaining higher adoption rates of agricultural inputs among men.

2.2. Participation, Sustainability, and Varietal Adoption

Previous research has generally assumed that farmers’ participation allows the resolution of weak adoption rates, by enriching and accelerating information collection by farmers [14,43] while benefiting from their selection and evaluation expertise, as well as from their knowledge of local conditions [44,45]. The participatory approach also allows researchers to better describe and identify preference traits of farmers, which are often diverse and complex while relevant for technology adoption decision-making [46,47]. Trait preferences are not only linked to biophysical factors, but also to socio-economical, cultural, and individual factors, and these can evolve [27]. This requires giving farmers an active role, in order to favor a better understanding of those traits during varietal improvement activities [48]. Several studies have shown farmers’ participation in varietal improvement activities as a determinant of adoption in sub-Saharan Africa. These include studies on sorghum varieties in Burkina Faso [49], the NERICA rice variety in Ivory Coast [50], sweet potato varieties in Uganda [51], maize varieties in Ethiopia [8] and Nigeria [52], as well as millet varieties in Nigeria [43].

Addressing challenges, such as food security, livelihood development, and climate change, requires innovation process that is more sustainable [53,54]. Farmers’ participation in innovation processes is one route that can contribute to achieving this goal. Sustainability in agriculture or sustainable agriculture refers to farming activities can include environmental, social and economic aspects [19]. A few studies [15,55,56] drew a link between farmers’ participation in varietal innovation and sustainability. According to those authors, a participatory approach goes hand in hand with sustainability goals as it can: (1) Encourage social interactions and social equity (social dimension); (2) reinforce farmers’ and farmers’ organizations autonomy (economic dimension); and (3) facilitate
local adaptation of the developed varieties and maintain or increase varietal diversity (environmental
dimension). From a social or inclusive perspective, it is recognized that when men and women
farmers are involved in the varietal improvement process, their preferences regarding specific traits
are better integrated, which makes the process more successful [57]. Some authors have insisted on
inclusiveness, which gives a voice to farmers, including the most marginalized ones (e.g., poorer,
women or youth) [54,58,59]. Therefore, we consider farmers’ participation in varietal innovation
process as a sustainable practice. By contrast, several previous studies have considered innovation
outcomes, such as adoption of improved crop varieties, as a sustainable practice [19,60].

Even if varietal improvement programs relying on active collaboration with farmers have been
part of the strategy of the national agricultural research since the 2000s in Mali, to our knowledge, no
empirical research has tested the importance of participation in the adoption process. Additionally,
studies on the relationship between participation and adoption relationship from the sustainability
perspective are few. To fill this gap, we examine the relationship between the participation intensity of
household in sorghum varietal improvement activities, considered as sustainable practice, and the
adoption of those new varieties.

3. Methods

3.1. Data Sources

Our sample comes from a dataset collected by a study team of the Institut d’Economie Rurale
(IER) and Michigan State University under the GISAIA project (Guiding Investments in Sustainable
Agricultural Intensification in Africa). A census was conducted in early 2014 among all households
(2430) producing sorghum in the 58 villages where farmer-managed variety tests and seed production
activities had been implemented by IER and ICRISAT through collaborating farmers’ organizations.

Sorghum is cultivated across Mali’s agroecologies, from the border with Ivory Coast (1400 mm
annual rainfall) to the border of the Sahara desert, where rainfall is too low to support crop cultivation.
Adaptation requirements for new sorghum varieties are specific to each ecology. The study villages
are located within 800–1000 mm isohyets of the Sudan Savanna. The villages are located in the
Cercles of Kati, Dioila, and Koutiala. Kati has a less intensified, sorghum–maize–millet system and a
high population density, with farmers producing some higher value crops such as groundnuts and
vegetables. Farming systems in Dioila and Koutiala are more intensified, with a stronger history of
cotton production and vertically-integrated institutional structures.

We focus on the households whose members answered the census question concerning the
participation of their members in testing or production activities related to new sorghum varieties.
We combine responses to this question with detailed data on plots, plots managers, households,
and market from a sample survey conducted with a subsample of 628 households that were randomly
chosen from the census list. Sample survey data were collected between August 2014 and June 2015.
The final sample includes 712 sorghum plots belonging to 496 households. By household we mean
a family farm or Entrepris Agricole Familiale (EAF). EAF is defined by the 2006 Malian Agricultural
Orientation Law as a production unit made of one or more members linked by family relationships
and jointly exploiting their productive factors in order to generate resources, including income, under
the direction of one of the members who is designated as the EAF head. Given that cultural norms in
the farming systems Mali are generally patriarchal and patrilineal, most EAF heads in Mali are senior
male household members, but some female heads exist.

In the Sudanese savanna of Mali, the EAF is based on a complex and dynamic production system.
It is composed of members with vertical (sons and their family) as well as horizontal (brothers and
their family, and spouses) family relationships, and led by a patriarch, the head of the enlarged family.
This patriarch can delegate the management of the family production to a family member, generally a
son or a brother, who works with the other active members on collective plots in order to meet the food
needs of the family. As a matter of fact, the EAF is characterized by collective and individual plots.
Individual plots are allocated by the patriarch and generally cultivated by women in order to meet their own needs and the ones of their children (i.e., scholarships, food). However, in some instances, individual production can be used to meet the food needs of the whole family. Several crops, including sorghum, millet, and maize, are cultivated within an EAF.

3.2. Econometric Strategy

We start with the premise that the adoption of a new sorghum variety ($Y$) on plot $i$ from household $j$ is function of:

$$Y_{ij} = \beta X_{ij} + \gamma P_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij}. \quad (1)$$

where, $X_{ij}$ is a vector of factors influencing technology adoption, such as plot, plot manager, and household characteristics, $P_{ij}$ represents the participation intensity of the household, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are the parameter estimates, and $\epsilon_{ij}$ is the error term. Note that only one variety is planted per plot.

Taking into account the possible endogeneity bias between adoption and participation intensity, we assume the following specification:

$$P_{ij} = \alpha X_{ij} + \delta Z_{ij} + \mu_{ij}. \quad (2)$$

where, $Z_{ij}$ is a vector of instrumental variables that allow controlling for the potential endogeneity bias. Parameters $\alpha$ and $\delta$ are respectively associated with variables $X_{ij}$ and $Z_{ij}$ in Equation (2). In the presence of endogeneity, the error terms of the two equations are correlated ($\text{Cov} [\epsilon_{ij}, \mu_{ij}] \neq 0$) and the coefficient estimates are biased.

To be valid, instrumental variables must fulfill two main conditions. First, they must be significantly correlated with the endogenous variable. Second, they should not be directly linked to the dependent variable except through the endogenous variable ($\text{Cov} [Z_{ij}, \epsilon_{ij}] = 0$) [61,62]. We choose the number of women in the household who participate in sorghum improvement activities and access to credit in the village as instrumental variables. Those variables are directly linked to participation intensity of the household in sorghum varietal improvement activities but have little influence over the adoption decision of new sorghum varieties. The choice of instruments and their definitions are detailed in the following section.

Given the recursive nature of those equations, in which the depending variable ($Y_{ij}$) is discrete and the independent variable of interest ($P_{ij}$) is endogenous and continuous, we opt for the conditional mixed process (CMP) estimation method. Equation (2) is estimated in the first step, followed by Equation (1) in the second step [63]. CMP method is the most well suited to the estimation of recursive equations if the dependent variable is binary and the explanatory interest variable is endogenous and continuous [63]. A probit estimation method with instrumental variables might also have been applied. However, with a discrete dependent variable and an endogenous continuous independent variable, CMP is the most consistent estimator [64]. Models are estimated in STATA 12.

3.3. Variables of the Model

The discrete dependent variable, adoption, is defined as the use of a new (hybrid or improved) sorghum variety on a plot managed by a household member. The set of explanatory variables has been selected according to the adoption literature, as discussed in Section 2.

3.3.1. Participation Intensity

The main variable of interest is participation, which is measured as the ratio of household members who participated in testing and seed production activities of new sorghum varieties to the total number of village participants. It has been shown that, when farmers lead varietal tests in their fields, their learning and knowledge improve and their uncertainty vis-a-vis the new varieties is reduced [65]. Farmers’ testing during a varietal improvement process can explain adoption [66].
In Mali, the participatory approach can allow farmers and farmers’ organizations to benefit from the sorghum varietal improvement process [67]. Previous studies have underscored the importance of extension services to learn about technologies. In our region of study, extension services are limited and mostly provided non-governmental organizations (NGOs). We hypothesize that household members who participate actively in varietal improvement activities are significantly more likely to adopt new varieties on their plot.

3.3.2. Plot Manager and Household Characteristics

The education level of farmers is assumed to be positively correlated with adoption of innovation. Educated farmers are more likely in a better position to process intensive information and learn more rapidly [68]. They are more likely to be proactive in seeking solutions to their problems [69]. In Mali, previous studies (e.g., [70,71]) found that the relationship of the plot managers who are members of the household to the head of the household affects the adoption of a new technology. Here, we consider that being the spouse or son of the head of household is likely to affect adoption. Labor needs on the farm also influence adoption of technological innovations. Introduction of new technology can increase the need for labor at the farm [69]. In our study, labor supply is measured as the number of adult persons in the household per hectare of cultivated field. We also take into account the resource level of the household (assets), which indicates the capacity to acquire agricultural inputs.

3.3.3. Plot Characteristics

In order to control for biophysical characteristics linked to plots, we include the homestead location in relationship to the sorghum plot. Distant plots can discourage farmers to adopt agricultural innovations [72].

3.3.4. Market Characteristics

In the adoption literature, farmers’ access to market is an important determinant [73]. We measure market access by the existence of a weekly market in the village. Although sorghum seeds are not much traded, weekly village markets can be a source of information and a place to engage in social networks, which in turn can influence attitudes toward new varieties [74].

3.3.5. Instrumental Variables

We employ the number of women participating in varietal improvement activities per household and access to credit in the village as instrumental variables. They both influence directly the intensity of participation but only affect the adoption decision indirectly.

Many studies document the important role that gender differentiation plays in the adoption of agricultural innovations. In the Sudan Savanna of Mali, better access to and higher rates of technology adoption by women have benefited the whole family, even in non-female headed households [75]. Culturally, in this region, women have a very active and vital role in rural work, including in seed testing and production activities. Yet, they do not have a say in the decision concerning adoption [76]. This led us to consider that the number of women in the farm who participated in the sorghum improvement activities does not directly affect the adoption decision but does affect the participation rate of the farm household.

It is largely recognized in the literature that limited access to credit affects the use of agricultural inputs [77]. According to Konare [78], the lack of credit to Malian farmers is one of the main challenges in the modernization and diversification of agricultural activities. In Mali, most (non-cotton) smallholder farmers do not have access to credit. Back in 1999, more than 80% of the agricultural loans were for cotton farmers [78]. Nowadays, microfinance institutions and decentralized financial services aim to provide more flexible solutions to the financial needs of individuals, such as smallholder farmers, who are often excluded from the mainstream banking system [79]. Better access to those financial services has had a positive impact on technology adoption [80]. The level of access to credit varies across
crops. As pointed out by Foltz [81], the poorest farmers are very often the ones producing sorghum and millet, which require fewer resources. In the absence of governmental subsidies, these crops are often produced without fertilizers. Most of the new varieties developed by the national program with ICRISAT yield well relative to local varieties with or without fertilizer. Thus, the introduction of new sorghum varieties would allow farmers to produce more with limited resources, compared to input-demanding crops such as cotton and maize. Consequently, we consider that the adoption of a new sorghum variety on farms is not directly affected by access to credit, defined in our study as the village access to decentralized financial services. Moreover, we expect a negative effect of access to credit on participation intensity of farms in the sorghum varietal improvement activities, as those would probably be more available for cash crops or for high value-added agricultural activities.

Table 1 presents the definitions of the variables used in the econometric estimation, as well as their average (or percentage) values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Mean or %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adoption</td>
<td>The currently used sorghum variety in the plot is either hybrid/improved (= 1), or local (= 0)</td>
<td>43.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation intensity</td>
<td>Participation part of the household in the village = number of participants from the household/total number of participants in the village</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot manager characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse</td>
<td>The plot manager is a spouse of the head of household (=1) or not (=0)</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Son</td>
<td>The plot manager is a son of the head of household (=1) or not (=0)</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>The plot manager received primary school education (=1) or not (=0)</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor supply</td>
<td>Number of active persons (12–55 year old) per hectare in the household</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farm assets</td>
<td>Value of the household assets (cattle excluded) by household member (in CFA francs)</td>
<td>14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Time to go from the homestead to the plot (in minutes)</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to local market</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>There is a weekly market in the village (=1) or not (=0)</td>
<td>24.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial services</td>
<td>The village has access to decentralized financial services (=1) or not (=0)</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participating women</td>
<td>Number of women participants within the household</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% for binary variables. n = 712.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

Our sample included 712 sorghum plots belonging to 496 households. Plots are generally no larger than 2 hectares (1 hectare for female managers, who represent 26% of the sample). The majority of plots (73%) is collectively managed by men (99%). The remainder of plots is individually managed primarily by women (94%). Among the collective plots, 72% are managed by the head of household, 14%, by his sons and 14%, by his brothers. For individual plots, spouses of the head of household manage almost 79% of them and daughters-in-law, 14%. Sorghum plots managed by women are generally cultivated in association with other crops, such as groundnuts or cowpea.

New sorghum varieties are adopted on 43% of the plots (including 7% of recently released, hybrids), while 57% of the plots are allocated to local varieties. Not surprisingly, local varieties continue to be widely grown by Malian farmers. Managers with a primary school education level, who represent
16% of the sample, tend to dedicate more plots to new varieties (60% against 40% for managers not having reached this level). The households that participate or participated in improvement activities in their village represent 11% of the sample and 13% of the plots. For those households, more than half of the plots (54%) are used for new varieties (including 13% of hybrid ones). This is a higher number than among non-participating farms, for whom 41% of the plots were allocated to new varieties (including 6% of hybrid ones).

Concerning the analysis of gender, several studies found that women (even as head of family) have a lower likelihood to adopt agricultural technologies [26,41,82]. This is coherent with past general trends in Mali, where women have had less access to agricultural inputs than men [70]. Results from the descriptive analysis shown here suggest that there is no significant statistical difference in adoption behavior between men and women, when we do not control for any other factor potentially influencing adoption. There is no significant difference between women and men concerning the share of plots dedicated to new varieties (respectively, 49% and 41%). However, the higher adoption rate observed for women may reflect a clear willingness of agricultural research centers in Mali, in particular ICRISAT, to put women at the core of their technology diffusion strategy in recent years. Recognition of the growing role of women in sorghum production in Mali has encouraged this change. This finding could reveal that, when women have the same access as men to agricultural innovation, they would tend to use it more easily.

4.2. Regressions Results

Results obtained from CMP compared to a simple probit are presented in Table 2. They differ significantly. Results from the first step (Equation (2)) indicate that the null hypothesis for exogeneity of participation intensity is rejected (Durbin and Wu-Hausman tests). As expected, results show that instrumental variables—number of participating women in the farm and access to credit—are significantly related to the “participation intensity” (endogenous) variable. The relevance of the instrumental variables is tested using Stock and Yogo [83]. This allows us to reject the null hypothesis for weak instruments with a F-statistic of 40.91 exceeding the critical value of 19.93. We have failed to reject the null hypothesis of Sargan’s test, indicating that the instrumental variables are valid. These diagnostics support our choice of instrumental variables.

Results from the second step (Equation (1)) demonstrate that household members who participate actively in varietal improvement activities are significantly more likely to adopt new varieties on their plots. This confirms our hypothesis. An increase in the household participation intensity by one point is correlated with an increase of 34.5% in the probability of adopting a new sorghum variety on a plot. In other words, there is more than 1 chance in 3 that any single household in a village adopts a new variety. The effect is large and meaningful.

This participation intensity could also describe the degree of openness of the household members to entrepreneurship and innovation in comparison to the rest of the village. One plausible explanation is the emergence of market opportunities, resulting from the structural reforms. Previously, seed supply was entirely managed by the state [9,84]. This change with the creation of the Malian Agriculture Orientation Law in 2006, which gives farmers’ organizations the authority to produce and commercialize certified seeds. Our results are consistent with those presented in other studies dedicated to sorghum, where the characteristics perceived by farmers, training and knowledge acquired concerning varieties, and availability of seeds influence positively the adoption of new sorghum varieties [49,85].

Results from the econometric analysis indicate that the family relationship of the plot manager to the head of household—being a spouse or a son of the head of household—affects significantly the probability of adopting new varieties on the plot. Those results do not allow us to conclude that women have a greater likelihood than men of adopting new varieties. However, we can conclude that higher family status (as indicated by proximity to the head of household) increases the probability of adopting new sorghum varieties.
Plot managers that received a primary school education are more likely to adopt new varieties in their plot. In addition to human capital, our results show that the labor supply and farm assets are both significantly and positively associated with the adoption of new varieties. Thus, farms that have more resources can better afford to take any risks or additional costs associated with new varieties. They can decide to cultivate new varieties even if they require more work, more fertilizer or to renew seeds regularly, in comparison with local varieties. Our results confirm the importance given by the literature to the role of resource endowments in the adoption of technologies [3,37,68].

The location of the plot it is not significantly related to the adoption of new varieties. Finally, our results show that the proximity of the household to a market or the presence of a weekly market in the village is also not a significant determinant of variety adoption. This can be explained by the fact that sorghum grain production is generally dedicated first to consumption on the farm, although it also serves to generate needed cash. Surplus grain production, if it exists, is rather sold directly to the World Food Program (WFP) through farmers’ organizations. Concerning seed production, it is also put at the disposal of organizations to be sold to other farmers, to seed companies, or to NGOs. Thus the quantity of sorghum sold by individual farmers in village markets is small and occasional.
5. Conclusions

In this study, we analyzed the determinants of adoption of new sorghum varieties in Mali from a sustainability perspective. Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that the participation intensity of family farms in the varietal innovation process affected adoption. Employing a sample of 712 plots belonging to 496 households that were surveyed in 2014–2015, we applied a recursive estimation method (CMP). This approach took into account the continuous and endogenous nature of the independent interest variable (participation intensity), and the binary nature of the dependent variable (adoption).

We found that the participation intensity of households in varietal improvement activities conducted under their management on the fields of their own villages, which we consider to be a sustainable practice, was significantly and positively associated with the adoption of new sorghum varieties. Results showed that the education of the plot manager, the family relationship of the plot manager to the head of household (i.e., being a spouse or a son), the family labor supply and the assets of the household also had a significant and positive impact on the adoption probability. On the contrary, the location of the plot relative to the homestead and the presence of a weekly market in the village were not significant. Seed markets are only beginning to emerge in Mali, so this last finding does not surprise us—despite our recognition of the general role of village markets in not only trading of inputs and products, but information flows and networking.

Our results generally confirm what previous studies have identified as adoption determinants for agricultural innovations. However, this study is, to our knowledge, the only one that tested empirically the relationship between the participation intensity and adoption, despite an extensive literature on participation and adoption [14,16–18,45,86,87] and on the relationship between participation (or exposure) and adoption in West Africa [8,50,51].

Our results are aligned with the strategies of agricultural sustainability on smallholder family farms, led by several research institutions and governments in West Africa. As a matter of fact, this study draws attention to the importance of farmers’ participation as a sustainable practice that can stimulate the adoption of new technologies and, in so doing, contribute to food security. It is recognized that adoption of new sorghum varieties in Mali, developed through a participatory approach, contributes to the diversity of the diets of poor families [12]. To facilitate a fairer access to agricultural inputs, we observe actions that deliberately target technologies that are accessible to women (as suggested by Doss and Morris [26]) through their participation in the innovation process.

An important consequence of our results for political decision-makers and agricultural innovation practitioners is related to the level of involvement of farmers (men and women) in the sorghum varietal innovation process. Farmer involvement should be encouraged, and the engagement of women and youth in the production of new sorghum seed varieties should be emphasized. It is essential to promote the processing of sorghum into market-attractive derivatives, in order to increase adoption rates and to increase the economic opportunity for women and youth to produce seeds.

We are aware of certain methodological limitations in this study. First, it would have been interesting to have access to data allowing to distinguish between various types of participation (in problem identification, in varietal tests, in seed production) in order to evaluate more precisely the adoption behavior following participation intensity in the different phases of the innovation process. It would also have been interesting to measure the participation intensity at the individual level, if the data would have permitted. In this study, we have examined adoption at a given time (2014 agricultural survey). It would be interesting, in future analyses, to examine adoption in the context of a longitudinal study. Future research could also consider the impact of factors as communication channels from farmers’ organizations.
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